High-energy Few-cycle Pulses Directly Generated from Strongly Phase-mismatched Lithium Niobate Crystal
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Abstract: We show that effective soliton compression can be realized in strongly phase-mismatched quadratic media. Sub-15 fs pulses are experimentally generated directly from 10-mm-long bulk lithium niobate crystal by 120-fs input pulses at 1300 nm.
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1. Introduction

Energetic short-pulse laser sources are crucial for many research topics today and in the future, such as attosecond physics [1]. Due to the fact that high power lasers mostly give relatively long pulses, pulse compression techniques have been intensively investigated to break the limit. Among those techniques, noble-gas-filled hollow waveguide compressor and filamentation are mostly used; both rely on the cubic Kerr nonlinearity to broaden the spectrum. The self-focusing nature of cubic Kerr nonlinearity limits the pulse energy at a few millijoules level.

Another kind of compression approach uses self-defocusing nonlinearities based on phase-mismatched second-harmonic generation (SHG). A negative (self-defocusing) Kerr-like nonlinearity can be created during the frequency conversion and back-conversion process. It has several advantages. First, the self-focusing problems encountered in Kerr-based compressors are avoided, and therefore there is no bound to the input pulse energy except practical considerations such as the aperture size of the nonlinear crystal. Furthermore, both spectral broadening and temporal compression can occur in a single nonlinear material through solitons, since the negative nonlinearity could be balanced through normal material dispersion in the near-IR range [2].

To date, cascaded compressors have been heavily reported, but sub-20 fs results are rare [3]. The reason is due to the group velocity mismatch (GVM) between the fundamental and second-harmonic fields coupled in the nonlinear process. To get a strong negative cascaded nonlinearity so as to overcome the always existing positive cubic nonlinearity and maintain certain amount of effective negative nonlinearity, a low $\Delta k$ was typically chosen. For low $\Delta k$ values, the GVM makes the cascaded nonlinearity resonant and exclude short pulses generation [4]. This dilemma also restricts the usable nonlinear crystal to only few different kinds, such as $\beta$-barium borate (BBO) [2, 3, 5] and periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) [6], all relying on type-I (birefringent) phase matching interaction.

We recently showed experimentally that effective soliton compression can be realized in strongly phase-mismatched quadratic media that relies on a different phase matching geometry, namely type 0, where the fundamental and second harmonic waves have the same polarization. 50 fs FWHM pulses at 1300 nm were compressed to 16 fs in a 1 mm long LN crystal [7]. Here we demonstrate that strong compression can be achieved with longer input as well. With a piece of 10-mm-long bulk lithium niobate (LN) crystal, sub-15 fs pulses are directly generated with 120 fs input.

2. Experiment

Our experiment setup consists of a telescope system, a 10-mm-long, 5% MgO-doped X-cut congruent LN ($\theta = \pi/2$, $|\phi| = \pi/2$, FW and SH polarized along the vertical optical Z-axis, beam propagating along X), some routing mirrors and a multiple-shot SHG FROG with a 30 $\mu$m thick BBO crystal. The input pulses come from an optical parametric amplifier driven by a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier. The pulse duration is measured to be 120 fs with spectra FWHM width of 22 nm. It is centered at 1300 nm and near transform-limited (time-bandwidth product 11% above the transform limit). The telescope system comprised by two curved silver mirrors is used to controlling the input beam spot size, and thus the input intensity. All the reflectors in the setup are silver mirrors.
Best compression is observed under the input laser intensity of around 100 GW/cm² (with the input pulse energy of 40 µJ). Fig. 1 shows the input pulse spectrum and the typical output spectrum under the optimum intensity. The input spectrum component remains at large while two broad band secondary peaks appear around 1.2 µm and 1.5 µm, respectively. The output spectrum could support pulses as short as 10.6 fs FWHM. The results of the FROG measurement with the output pulses are shown in Fig. 2. The retrieved temporal intensity shows clearly a main central spike and some small satellite pulses. The central spike gives 14.6 fs FWHM. The autocorrelation trace calculated from the FROG signal shows significant pedestal structure, caused by the satellite pulses. The retrieved FROG spectral intensity is in good agreement with the measured OSA spectrum in Fig. 1. Usually, in the initial compression stage a single soliton is formed with a compressed spike residing on a background (the pedestal), and only after further propagation does soliton fission into smaller constituents occur. This is not what we observe, but numerical simulations indicate that appearance of satellite pulses already at the initial compression stage could come from the material Raman effect [7]. We believe also by applying temperature control of the LN crystal and thus fine tune the χ(2) coefficient, cleaner soliton and temporal pulse profile are possible. The dispersion in the directing beam path (from the exit face of the LN to the FROG) and inside the FROG itself also tends to exaggerate those satellite signals. To minimize that possible dispersion is also the future work for improvements.

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we show that bulk lithium niobate, the workhorse electro-optical material, also can be a very effective nonlinear medium for cascaded soliton compression. The potential to generate few-cycle pulses from a hundred fs level input has been experimentally demonstrated. 120 fs transform-limited pulses at 1.3 µm are compressed down to sub-15 fs regime. The compression effect shown here is even better than by using PPLN structure, which has fabrication and aperture size limitations. It is also worth to mention that the technology in this abstract could be apply on the well developed high-energy Cr:forsterite laser system, the resulting few-cycle pulses could be the interesting drive source for high harmonic generation other than Ti:sapphire laser systems.
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